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This band plays many different styles of reggae. This album leans more towards their roots and cultural

style. Having been on the scene more than 20 years, they move easily through any style of reggae with

ease. If you love rootsy stuff, this is for you.. 13 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae Details: After the year

2000, "Inner Visions" began touring quite a bit. Travel for this realitivly unknown band was hard

financially. Knowing the kind of productions the band is known for would mean finding serious funding at

a time the band needed funds to just move around. However, Through the powers of the most high the

funding was realized and this is the end product! Twentythree years of experience can surely be heard on

this Thirteen track disc and although the band have not really done much touring over time, their fan base

is far reaching. They had been playing all those years in the Virgin Islands and when they burst onto the

international scene people thought they were unknown. They were even billed as the Virgin's "best kept

secret!" However, Presenters and promoters soon realized that they had a huge following already. Many

tourist who would frequent the little island of St. John V.I. in the Northeastern Caribbean, did so with the

intention of seeing their Wednesday night treat at "Fred's Patio" regularly. Now that the band was touring,

They traveled far and wide just to see them on the road in America. Many have asked why they only

produced three albums and a single to date and the answer has always been the same. They spend for

great productions and would have it no other way. Raising that kind of cabbage on their little island has

not been easy. So please enjoy this Cd! It was created with "Nuff Love!" See some of the reviews this CD

has generated below: "Once you slip this CD into your player, I think the chances are pretty good that

you'll say;"Now That's reggae!"....DJ Edward Burke, St. Michaels College,WWPV 99.7FM, Colchester VT

"This CD is full of nice and sweet feel good music. Definately "Five Stars!"....Brittany La Croix, USA

(Rating:5 stars, Review taken from amazon.com) "All I can say is aaaAAAAAHHHHHH! This CD is

awesome!"....Joe Mongie, St. John U.S.V.I. "Inner Visions has it all! As always with Inner Visions;

conscious lyrics,sweet harmony, and moving rhythm!"...Reggae Fan, Mansfield Center CT (Rating:5

stars, review taken from amazon.com) "It just lives in my Cd Player!".........Smily, Cruz Bay St. John VI " I

Just love "MY FATHER"S PRAYER"! It's also a favorite here at KNON!"......Mushiya Strickland JOBE

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=348183


Enterprises, co-host and PR person with Ima Uwagbai on "The African Forum" KNON, Irie FM 89.3,

Dallas TX Inner Visions is: Phillip "Grasshopper" Pickering, Lead Vocals/guitars, Paul "Ras Paul" Samms,

Lead Vocals/Percussions, Alvin "Jupiter" Pickering, Background Vocals/Bass Other Players are: Leroy

"Spikie" Guiste, Keyboards, Akiba Pickering, Keyboards, Aswad Pickering, Drums They invite you to see

their site at innervisionsreggaeand then get this cd here for a mind blowing experience! Get Inner-gised!!!!
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